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The Lawyer's Job in Wartime
With our country at war, the lawyer who has played a leading
part in the peacetime affairs of his community is not content to remain
a mere spectator of the efforts which must obsess all of us for an un-
predictable time to come. Naturally his first thought is of military
activities, and many of our younger lawyers, and some of the older
ones too, have entered the armed forces. But the sense of frustration
created by the denial of this privilege to most of us has but increased
our desire to serve in other ways.
Aside from the many war related activities open to all civilians,
there are, of course, certain obvious emergency duties for lawyers-to per-
form. A partial enumeration would include the work of the com-
mittees on national defense of the various bar associations, national,
state and local, and the speaker's bureaus organized and staffed by
lawyers. We would also include the efforts of our members in the ad-
ministration of the Selective Service Act, on the advisory boards, the
local boards, boards of appeal and as government appeal agents. And
in addition, great numbers of men within or about to enter the service
have received free legal advice and assistance from members of the bar.
It is far from our purpose to minimize the importance of these
activities nor to detract from the credit due those by whom they have
been so loyally carried on. But after all, there is only so much of this
work to be done, and not every member of the bar can be a public
speaker or a government appeal agent. Surely there is some task for
every lawyer, something he can do all the time.
There is. And although his efforts will be neither spectacular nor
heroic, it is a job more important perhaps than all the others combined.
It is a job to which every lawyer must direct the full measure of his
wisdom and skill if the existence of the nation as we know it is to be
preserved. And it is a job which the lawyer is eminently qualified to
perform.
The lawyer's job in wartime is to maintain the home base-not
the military or economic base: there are others equally able to do that-
but the spiritual and moral base without which a sustained military
effort can be neither possible nor profitable.
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We are, we hope, in no immediate danger of an invasion of our
home shores, but a pincer movement has already been launched against
our emotional and political stability. We may expect the enemy to
throw in steadily increasing reinforcements in the coming months.
The first line of assault is being directed by the saboteur of the
public morale. In the first weeks following the sneak attack on Pearl
Harbor when the nation's mind was filled with indignation, this enemy
of democracy confined himself to occasional exploratory thrusts. But
now that he feels we have been softened by reverses, reverses which
every thinking person knew must be inevitable in the early stages, he
is arming his forces for an all out assault. Discouraging reports are
his weapons and a spirit of defeatism his goal. To him it matters
not whether the reports are true or false so long as they are bad. He
will seize upon every temporary military or naval set-back to further
his cause; every rumor to support his charge. He will foster doubts,
doubts in the ability of our armed forces, doubts in the sincerity of our
leaders, doubts in the patriotism of our neighbors. He will wave the
spectre of an interminable war, hoping to secure an inconclusive peace,
a peace which can amount only to a totalitarian victory.
This is the first prong of the pincer and even now is well under
way. Soon we may expect the second, which because so insidious is
even more dangerous. It will be directed against our entire social and
political philosophy.
The basic principle of our democratic ideal is the orderly, im-
partial and intelligent settlement of disputes-disputes between in-
dividuals, between the individual and his government and between
governments. As between the democracies and the axis nations, that
principle was discarded when war was declared. It had long since
been cast aside by the totalitarian governments in their relations with
their own peoples. And the racial and religious persecutions by one
group against another, which have been encouraged and directed by
these same governments, can be regarded only as a rejection of this
principle by large groups of individuals in their relations with each
other.
The basic ideal upon which our nation was founded has all but
disappeared in many lands, and a real danger exists that it may be ul-
timately lost. There was a time when it was wholly lost, a time,
located chronologically between two enlightened civilizations, when
might was right in all relations between men and when the battle ax of
every man was raised against his neighbor. That period, which we
call the Dark Ages, was entirely destitute of art, of science and of learn-
ing, and its destitution resulted solely from its loss of the same ideal
which the totalitarian nations are now attempting to destroy. And
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yet even now there are those among us who are questioning the abil-
ity of the democratic processes to cope with the system directing the
totalitarian attack. In order to protect our territory, they say, we shall
be forced to embrace the savage ideology which we are determined to
repel and which, if the world is to have peace and economic security,
must be annihilated.
Here then is an opportunity for the bar-to assume leadership
in the defense of the public morale and to preserve in our people a
passionate devotion to the democratic faith.
We as lawyers have been trained to judge both the weight and
credibility of evidence, and while we cannot be expected to accurately
interpret conflicting reports of military actions, we can encourage others
to apply to the inconsistent claims of belligerents the same rules which
we expect the courts to apply in the trial of cases. We can discourage
the circulation of unsupported rumors which, whether true or false,
can benefit only the enemy. And we can assist others in retaining a
proper perspective of events, realizing the seriousness of the hour, yet
avoiding extremes of optimism and pessimism.
Above all we must preserve the confidence of our fellow citizens
in their ability to govern themselves, nor must they ever forget the toil
and blood which through the centuries have gone into the construction
of our democratic institutions. We must preserve their confidence in
each other. Religious and racial intolerance can have no place in our
system. And we as lawyers can do much to prevent the persecution
of the foreign-born, those who have fled the oppression of other
lands. Regardless of what the evidence of subversive activities may be,
it should be reported only to the authorities, lest the innocent suffer a
serious wrong or the guilty be allowed to escape.
For more than a decade the democratic ideal has been openly at-
tacked by a cancerous growth. We shall be profoundly affected even
though the disease be not finally triumphant. Its revolting manifesta-
tions challenge every resource at our command, and its destruction will
require the application of heroic remedies. These we are willing to give.
Like the individual suffering a malady, until the disease is conquered,
we must even give up a portion of that very liberty and freedom of
action which the treatment is intended to regain. But we must never
lose sight of our ultimate goal. Even though our armed forces were
to win every battle, if we at home were to discard the ideal for which
they are fighting, then the war must be lost. "For what is a man
profited, if ho shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?" The
soul of the nation is the democratic ideal of its people, and the battle
for the preservation of that ideal can be lost at home.
The Corporation Tax Return
BY WM. D. MORRISON*
Every domestic and every resident foreign corporation not specific-
ally exempted, whether or not having any net income, must file a return.
The term "corporation" is defined by the Code to include associations,
joint stock companies, and insurance companies. Receivers, trustees in
dissolution, trustees in bankruptcy, and assignees operating the prop-
erty or business of corporations must make returns of income for such
corporations.
Corporation returns may be prepared on the cash basis or the
accrual basis. In most instances corporation books of account are kept
on the accrual basis and must report all income accrued, even though
it has not actually been received and all expenses incurred although not
paid. If the return is made on the cash basis, it is necessary to report
all income received or constructively received and all expenses actually
paid.
Corporation returns should be sworn to by the president, vice-
president, or other principal officer, and by the treasurer, assistant treas-
urer, or chief accounting officer. It is of considerable importance that
a return be properly verified, otherwise the period of limitation does
not start running against the government when the purported return
is filed. In instances where returns are not filed, the statute of limita-
tions does not run against the government; therefore, it is important
that corporations should file returns even though there is no tax.
In the event of a dissolution of a corporation by proper procedure,
the statute of limitations can be reduced to a period of 18 months in-
stead of 3 years as at present.
Section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code imposes a surtax on
corporations for improperly accumulating surplus. The tax imposed
by this section is 272 % of the amount of the undistributed net in-
come not in excess of $100,000, plus 38 % of the undistributed net
income in excess of $100,000.
Information returns should be filed with respect to compensation
payments to unmarried citizens or residents of $750.00 or more, or
$1,500 or more to a married citizen or resident. Dividend payments of
$100 or more should be included.
Inventories. Very careful consideration should be given to the
item of inventories with respect to the preparation of a return, as in-
*C.P.A. and a member of the Denver bar.
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ventories are the primary factor in determining the gross profit. This
applies to the inventory at the beginning of the period as well as the
inventory at the end of the period. There are two primary methods to
be used as the basis to value an inventory: (a) at cost, or (b) cost or
market, whichever is lower. After the basis of valuing the inventories
is adopted, it can not be changed until permission is obtained from the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
The Revenue Act of 1938 provided that the inventories of tan-
ners, and producers and processors of certain nonferrous metals under
certain conditions could be valued on the term "last in first out." The
present act removes the limitation as to the type of business. This
term has been referred to as "Lifo." The advantages claimed for the
"Lifo" inventory basis are:
1. Profits and losses determined on this basis more accurately
reflect operating results.
2. Income taxes are more fairly determined on this basis, and
generally will be lower.
3. Probably more important than the previous two is the
claim that by requiring the matching of the sales price against the
most recent purchase it should result in increased profits over a
complete cycle. When cost prices are rising book profits will be
shown as being lower and when cost prices are falling they will
be shown as being higher. On the way up, it is believed that the
tendency will be not to lose capital by basing sales prices on costs,
when it is known that the inevitable price recession is ultimately
coming and, on the way down, it is believed that the Lifo basis
should enable the retailer sooner to give the consumer the. benefit
of lower retail prices based on replacement cost, thereby stimulat-
ing sales when sales are most needed.
Depletion. Section 23 (m) and Section 114 (b) of the Internal
Revenue Code make provisions for a basis of depletion. The procedure
under the two sections is materially different. Careful consideration
should be given to the basis adopted as after an election is once made,
the taxpayer cannot select the other method, and in certain instances
one of the methods or bases is much more advantageous than the other.
Contributions. Corporations may deduct contributions or gifts
actually paid within the taxable year to or for the use of a corporation.
trust, or community chest fund or foundation created or organized
under certain conditions and where owned and operated for specified
purposes and where no part of the net earnings of which inure to the
benefit of any private stockholder or individual and no part of the
activities of which is for lobbying purposes or for the promotion or
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defeat of legislation or for campaign funds. The amount paid shall
not exceed 5% of the corporate net income as computed without the
benefit of this deduction. Such deduction shall be allowed only for
the taxable year in which the contributions or gifts are actually paid,
regardless of when pledged and regardless of the method of accounting
employed by the corporation in keeping its books and records.
Bad Debts. Bad debts may be treated in either of two ways: (1)
by deduction from income in respect of a debt ascertained to be worth-
less in whole or in part, or (2) by deduction from income a reasonable
amount to a reserve for bad debts. A taxpayer filing a first return of
income may select as to either of the two methods. After making an
election it must be followed in returns for subsequent years unless
permission is granted by the Commissioner to change to the other
method.
Other Deductions. Losses incurred in transactions which were
neither connected with the business nor entered into for profit are not
deductible.
THE EXCESS PROFITS TAX
Subject to certain limitations, every corporation having an excess
profits net income of more than $5,000 must make a return on Form
1121 United States Corporation Income and Excess Profits Tax Return.
Although a corporation's books of account may show a loss,
nevertheless it may be subject to filing an excess profits tax return and
required to pay a tax. This, of course, can only be determined after
giving effect to the adjustments required by the return. The theory
of the excess profits tax is to tax the corporate profits which result as
an outgrowth of the normal operations of the business.
This return provides two methods for computing excess profits
tax net income. If one method is not disclaimed, Schedules I, I, A
and B must be completed. One method is based on income subject to
the adjustment covering the taxable year beginning after December 31,
1935, and before January 1, 1940. The other method is based an the
invested capital subject to adjustment. This return has caused con-
siderable discussion, and it has been proposed that the income method
of computation be eliminated and all corporations subject to this tax
be compelled to use the invested capital method only.
It is estimated that the changes in the Revenue Act of 1941 as
compared with the Revenue Acts of 1940 will produce additional
revenue to the amount of three and one-half billion dollars. The
estimated total revenue is thirteen and one-half billion dollars, of which
nine billions is expected to be obtained from income taxes.
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Generally speaking, there are four types of taxes applicable to the
income of corporations, namely:
1. Surtax (Section 15 I.R.C.)
2. Normal tax (Sections 13 an.d 14 I.R.C.)
3. Declared value excess-profits tax (Section 600 I.R.C.)
4. Excess profits tax (Section 710 I.R.C.)
Surtax. The 1941 act eliminates the separate 10% defense tax.
As a general plan the defense tax has been integrated into formerly ex-
isting types of taxes. The corporation surtax is an entirely new tax
in the 1941 act. This new tax was developed on the theory that it
was a means of reaching income from the large volume of partially
tax exempt federal securities held by corporations. Some authorities
view this tax as a means of increasing the normal tax rates applicable to
corporations. This, in my judgment, is not entirely correct, as it
reaches the income of certain corporations which were not taxed under
the normal tax. It is a further increase in taxes for some corporations,
but a first federal income tax for others. The base for the computa-
tion of this tax is "corporate surtax net income, which is defined as the
net income minus the credit for dividends received, computed by limit-
ing such credit to 85% of the net income in lieu of 85% on the ad-
justed net income. Interest on partially tax exempt securities is in-
cluded in the corporation's surtax net income."
The rates of this new tax are 6% on the first $25,000 of the cor-
poration surtax net income and 7% on the remainder.
As an example of the surtax, assume a corporation has:
Taxable interest on U. S. obligations $ 20,000
Dividends from domestic corporation - --- 100,000
Total Income ------------------------------------------------------------------------ $120,000
Less Deductions ---------------------------------- 35,000
N e t In co m e -------------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 8 5 ,0 000
.ess: dividends received (85% of the net income of
$ 8 5 ,0 0 0 ) ------------------------------------------------------- - 7 2 ,2 5 0
Corporation surtax net income $ 12,750
Surtax at 6% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 765
You will observe here that 85% of dividends from domestic cor-
porations would have amounted to $85,000; however, the 85% on
dividends received from taxable domestic corporations is limited to
85% of the net income, which in this instance is 85% of $85,000 or
$72,250.
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Normal Income Tax. Corporations with a normal tax net in-
come compute the tax in the following manner: Start with the net
income. Subtract the credit for interest on obligations of the United
States and its instrumentalities, and you obtain the result of the ad-
justed net income. From this subtract credit on dividends received
(85% of dividends received from taxable domestic corporations, or
85% of adjusted net income, whichever is less).
The result is the normal tax net income subject to tax at the
following block rates:
Up to $5,000 ....- 15%
From $5,000 to $20,000 17%
From $20,000 to $25,000 19%
From $25,000 to $38,461.54 ................ 37%
In other words, on incomes between $25,000 and $38,461.54 the
tax is $4,250.00 on the first $25,000 plus 37% above $25,000 up
to $38,461.54. Corporations having a net income of $38,46"1.54 or
less should calculate their tax on the above block rates, but after reach-
ing the figure of $38,461.54, the above block rates are equal to 24%
of the entire normal tax net income. In the case of corporations with
a normal tax net income of more than $38,461.54 the tax is 24%
of the entire normal tax net income.
Using the same example as was used above with reference to the
corporation surtax, i.e. taxable income United States obligations
$20,000, dividends from domestic corporation $100,000, total income
$120,000, less $35,000 deductions, less $20,000 taxable interest on
United States obligations, or an adjusted net income of $65,000, as-
suming of course there was no declared value excess profits tax or no
excess profits tax to be deducted, the 85% credit for dividends received
from a domestic corporation would be based on the adjusted net in-
come of $65,000, which would amount to $55,250, and not on the
amount of $100.000, because of the limitation of 85% of the adjusted
normal tax net income. Deducting the $55,250 from the $65,000
would leave a normal tax net income of $9,750 to be calculated at
15% for the first $5,000 and 17% on the remainder of $4,750, or a
normal tax of $1,557.50.
Declared Value Excess Profits Tax. As stated before, the defense
tax has been eliminated and as a general plan integrated into the various
taxes. Here we find an outstanding instance. Heretofore the tax rate
was 6% on such portion of the net income of the taxable year as is
in excess of 10% and not in excess of 15% of the capital stock de-
clared value; whereas, under the new act the rate is 6.6%. Under the
prior act the rate was 12%; whereas, under the present act it is 13.2%
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of such portion of the net income for such income taxable year as is in
excess of 15% of the declared value.
There is a definite relation between the return of capital stock tax
for the year ended June 30 and the declared value excess-profits tax
computation, as the cosi for each one thousand dollars declared value
on the return of capital stock tax is $1.25, which if it is not sufficient
to eliminate the top rate of declared value excess-profits tax computa-
tion the tax cost to the corporation is $13.20. The corporation has,
or should have, the information as to its profits for the first half of
the taxable year at the time of filing the returx of capital stock tax,
if on a calendar year basis, and with past experience, unless unforeseen
conditions arise, should be in a position to eliminate or materially re-
duce any tax which would fall in the top bracket of this particular tax.
Excess Profits Tax. After determining the adjusted excess profits
net income, the amount is reduced by the sum of the following:
1. $5,000 specific exemption.
2. Excess profits credit.
3. Unused excess profits credit carry-over.
The rates applicable to this tax for the first $20,000 is 35%; the
next $30,000, 40%; the next $50,000, 45%; the next $150,000,
50%; the next $250,000, 55%, and all over $500,000, 60%.
Under the prior law the normal income tax was deductible in
determining the adjusted excess profits net income. Under the present
act it is not deductible and the effect of disallowance of this deduction
is to increase the amount of income subject to excess profits. Under the
1940 act the excess profits credit, when computed under the invested
capital method, was on the basis of 8%; whereas, under the 1941 act
the invested capital credit is reduced from 8% to 7% on the amount
of invested capital in excess of $5,000,000. The credit for 1940
under this method, after applying the 1941 definition, may produce a
smaller amount of unused credit carry-over.
Deductions of charitable contributions by corporations is limited
to 5% of the net income computed without taking into account such
contributions. Because of the change in the 1941 act, permitting de-
duction of the excess profits tax in computing the net income, the 5%
limitation is less for normal income tax purposes than for excess profits
tax purposes. For example, if net income before deduction of excess
profits tax and charitable contributions is $100,000, and the excess
profits tax amounted to $20,000, the allowance for contributions for
income tax purposes is limited to $4,000, which is 5% of the nit in-
come of $80,000. For excess profits tax computation, however, the
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limitation is $5,000, which is 5% of the net income computed without
deduction of the excess profits tax.
In preparing a corporation return, the four taxes should be com-
puted in the following order: First prepare the declared value excess
profits tax computation, then the excess pro'fits tax computation, as
the former tax is allowed as a deduction in computing the excess profits
tax. Next prepare the surtax and normal tax schedules, as both the
two excess profits taxes are allowable as deductions in computing the
income subject to the normal tax and surtax.
Entirely too many taxpayers give very little, if any, serious
thought to their tax problems until their blank tax return form is
received through the mail. By that time it is usually too late to render
advice that would be advantageous.
Examination for Federal Legal Positions
Suspended Pending Congressional Action
The examination for federal legal positions, the written portion
of which was scheduled to be held April 11, as reported in Bulletin 6,
C.B.A.L., has been postponed indefinitely because of uncertainty sur-
rounding the future status of the Board of Legal Examiners in the
Civil Service Commission. The Board was established by executive
order last April to administer a career service for lawyers in the federal
service. The scheduled examination was designed as the first step in
the creation of a register of eligible lawyers, from which appointments
to the lower grades of the service were to have been made during the
fiscal year beginning July 1.
The uncertain position of the Board of Legal Examiners arises
from the action of the House of Representatives in denying an appropri-
ation of approximately $100,000 requested by the Civil Service Com-
mission to finance the work of the Board during the fiscal year 1943.
The House has passed the Independent Offices Appropriation Bill with-
out this item and with an amendment prohibiting the use by the Board
of any other funds appropriated by the bill. The Commission has ap-
plied to the Senate committee for restoration of the appropriation but
the final determination of the Congress has not yet been made.
Formal announcement by the Civil Service Commission of the ex-
amination as originally scheduled has been withheld pending clarifica-
tion of the will of Congress with regard to the Board's work. If the
ultimate congressional action is favorable to the program, the ex-
amination will be given at a later date. Announcement will be made
in ample time to permit applicants to file.
Bar Association Warns Holders
of Encumbrances
The committee of the Colorado Bar Association, of which Percy
S. Morris of Denver, is chairman, which was appointed by direction
of the Board of Governors to give publicity to a warning to holders
of encumbrances on real estate in Colorado that they are in serious
danger of losing their investments in certain cases unless by the 28th
of March of this year they record with the county clerk and recorder
an extension, has prepared a statement to the public containing a sum-
mary of the provisions of the 1927 statute, as amended in 1933, re-
quiring the filing of the extensions and has mailed a copy of the state-
ment to each of the two hundred sixty-five newspapers in Colorado with
a letter to each stating that many holders of encumbrances coming
within the provisions of the statute are not aware of its existence and
will not protect their mortgages unless they are advised through the
press or otherwise of the necessity of recording the extension by March
28th and asking the newspaper to give the contents of the statement
as prominent heading and space as possible in an early issue.
The committee has also sent the statement to the county clerk and
recorder and the county treasurer of each of the sixty-three counties in
the state with a letter to each asking him to post the statement in a
prominent place in his office and to allow it to remain there at least
until after March 28.
The statute in question' provides that no lien upon real prop-
erty created by mortgage, trust deed or other instrument in writing,
securing the payment of an indebtedness, shall remain a lien longer
than fifteen years after the last or final payment of the principal is due
and payable as shown by the recorded instrument unless, during such
fifteen years, there is recorded with the county clerk and recorder of the
county in which the real estate is situate an extension signed by the
owner of the indebtedness and describing the mortgage, deed of trust
or other instrument, setting forth the date to which the payment of the
indebtedness, or any part thereof, has been extended or, if no extension
has been agreed upon between the holder of the indebtedness and the
then owner of the property, reciting that the holder of the indebtedness
desires to continue in effect the lien and notice of such mortgage, deed
of trust or other instrument. It further provides that, with respect
to debts which fell due before the 1927 act was approved, the holders
of the debts shall have fifteen years from the date of the approval of
the act in which to record the extension. As the date of the approval
of the 1927 act was March 28, 1927, the fifteen years from that date
will expire on March 28 of this year.
'CoLo. ST. ANN. (1935) c. 40, §§ 122-134.
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After calling attention to these provisions of the statute, the state-
ment prepared by the committee continued with the following:
"Therefore, The Colorado Bar Association is extremely de-
sirous that the widest publicity be given to the foregoing facts
in order that each person owning a debt or loan secured by a
mortgage or deed of trust or other instrument of lien upon real
estate in Colorado may be advised that, if the debt or loan which
he holds became due on or before March 28, 1927, and if no ex-
tension of such debt or loan has been recorded since March 28,
1927, he must, before March 28 of this year, file with the county
clerk and recorder of the county in which the real estate is lo-
cated an extension and that, if he does not do so, he may lose the
amount of the debt or loan which he holds.
"Also, with respect to debts and loans falling due after
March 28, 1927, the statute provides that, in order to keep alive
the liens on real estate securing them, an extension must be filed
with the county clerk and recorder within fifteen years after the
indebtedness became due and also within fifteen years after each
date to which time of payment shall have been extended by a
recorded extension. So that, after March 28 of this year and
continuing indefinitely thereafter, a mortgage, deed of trust or
other instrument of lien will become unenforceable at the end of
fifteen years after the time when the debt secured by it falls due
and at the end of fifteen years after the date to which a previous
recorded extension had extended the time of payment, unless dur-
ing each such fifteen years an extension is so recorded.
"Even though payments of interest or principal are being
made regularly on the indebtedness, the extension should never-
theless be recorded. Anyone in doubt as to when, in order to
protect his mortgage' or deed of trust, he must file an extension,
should, before March 28 of this year, either record such an ex-
tension or secure competent advice on the matter."
Attorneys will, of course, be vigilant to see that extensions are
recorded not later than March 28 of this year as to all encumbrances
in their charge where, by the provisions of the statute, extensions are
required to be filed on or before that date in order to keep the liens
alive. And the committee further suggests that each attorney advise
each client who holds or may hold any encumbrance falling within the
statute to determine whether an extension must be recorded to preserve
the lien of same.
Attention is also called to the fact that Section 123 provides that
"the original extension, and all additional and further extensions shall,
in no event, extend the lien or the original mortgage, trust deed or
other instrument, beyond a total of thirty years."
Mark Twain -Senatorial Secretary
By WM. HEDGES ROBINSON, JR.*
The famous Comstock Lode in Nevada produced many oddities,
but none was so whimsical as the enmity which existed between Samuel
L. Clemens and William M. Stewart, the outstanding lawyer of the
Lode. It was an enmity born of the fact that neither man had a sav-
ing grace of humor.
It seems odd to say that Samuel Clemens did not possess a saving
grace of humor; for his books such as the "Jumping Frog" and "The
Connecticut Yankee" abound in humor, and his early biographical
writings indicate that he was a participant in many a practical joke.
But he could never find anything amusing in a situation which would
cause others to laugh at him. Clemens himself recognized this fact
when he remarked in Roughing It that he generally lost his temper
when a joke was played on him.
It is equally odd that Bill Stewart had an attenuated sense of
humor. Stewart, with his many years of experience as a lawyer in
western mining camps, certainly participated in many a rough joke.
But he likewise could not appreciate a joke when he was its butt. He
had a keen wit, and as Nevada's first United States senator be was
known in the national capital as the author of many an amusing barb.
His characterization of Major Garrard, Superintendent of the New
Orleans Mint, is a good example. Major Garrard, who opposed Stew-
art's desire to close the New Orleans Mint, was described as a "speci-
men of oleaginous senility who receives a gratuitous subsidy from the
government, termed a salary, of $3,000 a year for superintending a
mint when there is no mint to superintend.:'
In a phrase, the vital weakness of both men was that while they
delighted in having the world laugh with them, they could not endure
it laughing at them. Both men were well aware of this weakness in
the other, and took sadistic pleasure in doing anything that would bring
laughter upon the other. It is amazing that men of such stature should
stoop to childish tricks as these two did in their attempts to heap
ridicule upon the other.
They knew each other almost from that day in August, 1862,
when Clemens walked into the offices of the Territorial Enterprise at
Virginia City and asked Editor Joe Goodman for a job. If it had not
been for the fact that Goodman was short of help at the time, it is
doubtful if Mark Twain would ever have come into being. Clemens
*Of the Denver bar.
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certainly did not look like a reporter. His blue denims were carelessly
stuffed into a pair of worn boots. His faded woolen shirt and un-
combed beard were covered with alkali dust. A large slouch hat rested
on his ears. A roll of blankets tied sloppily across his back and a re-
volver shoved into his belt were his only possessions. As Goodman
later told Alf Dofen, a reporter on the Enterprise: "I've hired a pink-
checked Sunday-School chap. I think he's too light in the saddle, but
he's the best I can get. I don't think he can possibly stick, but the
Lord knows we got to have somebody."
Shortly after he was engaged as a reporter, Clemens began to fill
the columns of the Enterprise with stories of events which existed only
in his imagination. During his entire career, he never was a reporter;
at his best he was a satirist, and at his worst he was a very crude humor-
ist whose writing was frequently in bad taste. But the Comstock Lode
enjoyed this type of writing, and Clemens' own explanation of his
acts was exceedingly naive and simple.
"I must make a living and so I must write," Clemens said. "My
employers demanded it and I am helpless." Therefore, he wrote those
stories because they were funny to the readers of the Enterprise even
if they were not true, and everyone liked them so well that Clemens
became a favorite of the Lode.
During the time Clemens was acquiring a reputation for his many
hoaxes and humorous stories, Stewart was rapidly becoming known as
an outstanding lawyer and as an astute and able politician. It was
only natural that because of the limited confines of the Comstock Lode
and the increasing part they played in the community, these two men
frequently came into contact with each other.
Goodman had assigned Clemens to cover the sessions of the ter-
ritorial legislature. Facetious stories concerning the legislature soon
began to appear in the Enierprise under the by-line of Mark Twain.
Many of the stories were directed against Stewart who was then
scheming to convert the territory into a state and in the process to
become United States senator.
Stewart had submitted to the constitutional conveantion held in
the winter of 1863 a constitution which he had drafted almost entirely
by himself. The constitution was designed to create the state of Nevada
and at the same time make Stewart a senator. It provided that when the
document was submitted to the people for approval, the officers cre-
ated by it should be then selected.
This strategy was a bit too clever; for while the convention wanted
statehood, it was not committed to the proposition of selecting Stewart
as senator. Everyone of the delegates had political ambitions; and since
Stewart was the strongest candidate, they all banded against him. By
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trading honors among themselves, they agreed upon another delegate
for the senatorship.
Stewart, of course, soon became aware of these plans and seizing
upon a tax provision in the proposed constitution which would tax
the mines unfairly, he started a campaign to defeat the constitution.
Dressing himself in a miner's garb, he traveled over the territory call-
ing upon the miners to reject the constitution.
"It may be all right to tax the product of your mines," Stewart
shouted at every meeting hall. "It may be right to tax your gold and
silver. But God forbid that a state shall tax the honest fellow's hopes,
the aspirations of his soul, the yearnings of his heart of hearts. No!
No, not these!
"Shall the poor honest miner be taxed for his work which yields
no return? Silver lies within the heart of the Sun Mountain. To reach
it requires many weary hours of hard, profitless work. Bed rock tun-
nels must be run. If you should chance to dig offside a vein, should
you be taxed? No, by the Eternal! No miner who puts his honest
work into a shaft without profits is in any shape to pay a tax on what
he has done. Yet that is what the new constitution proposes to do
to you. Since when has it been right to tax blasted hopes and to blight
the toil of an honest miner with a tax?"
With few deviations, Stewart repeated that speech on every street
corner, at every mine, at every rally, at every public dinner. For forty
days the honest miner was told about the intended tax upon his hopes
and aspirations. It was proper to tax productive claims on a basis of
net proceeds, Stewart declared, but to tax unproductive mining claims
was a dastardly crime. Toward the end of the campaign, Clemens,
who had been assigned to report the speeches, concocted a ludicrous and
satirical replica. But Stewart did not think the story ;vas humorous.
He sent for Clemens.
"Listen, Sam," he yelled, "that report of my speech yesterday was
not fu nny. This is a serious thing that faces the hon-r--miners.
Why do you write these things without any truth to them? You've
already given the Enterprise a bad name. Every newspaper man in the
world knows that you can't rely on a word that's printed in it. Now
listen, Sam, I'm warning you not to repeat any of your tricks on me.
If you do, I'm going to lose my temper."
"Now don't get so riled up, Bill," drawled Clemens. "I only
wrote it for your good. You repeat yourself too much. That speech
of yours has been said so many times that it has become humorous."
Stewart continued as the champion of the honest miner and fought
battles daily against the tax that might be placed on blasted hopes.
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Yet even in spite of Stewart's threats, Clemens could not appreciate
that speech. The articles of disparagement continued. "If heaven for-
sakes the poor miner," Clemens wrote, "he'll be turned over to Bill
Stewart."
"I am not going to sit and listen to that old song over and over
again," Clemens declared a few days later in the columns of the
Enterprise. "I have been reporting and reporting that infernal speech
for the last thirty days. When I want to hear it, I will repeat it my-
self-I know it by heart-bed rock tunnels-blighted miners-blasted
hopes. They have gotten to be sort of a nightmare to me, and I won't
put up with it any longer. I don't wish to be too hard on that speech,
but if Stewart can't add something fresh to it, or say it backwards, or
sing it to a new tune, he has simply got to simmer down."
Clemens baited Stewart again a few days later. "Why, the man
does bestride our narrow range like a colossus, and we petty men walk
under his hind legs and peep about to find ourselves six feet of un-
claimed ground."
This time Stewart ignored the articles. He had once made the
mistake of answering Clemens, and he would not repeat it. In spite
of the fact that Clemens wrote a lengthy article referring to the fact
that Stewart had overnight deserted his party to urge defeat of the pro-
posed constitution and dubbed him "Political Molock Bill," Stewart
continued his silence.
While the stories which Clemens had written had little effect on
the vote since the proposed constitution was rejected by a large major-
ity, it undoubtedly was a source of irritation between the two men.
Stewart often took pains to show that he was merely tolerating the re-
porter, and Clemens repaid by name-calling, especially delighting in
the appellation, "Bully-ragging Bill."
Many years later Stewart described the Mark Twain of this day
as a "very busy person who went around putting things in the paper
about people and stirring up trouble. He did not care whether the
things he wrote were true or not, just so he could write something, and
naturally he was not popular."
Within the next year Stewart was successful in having the terri-
tory admitted as a state and in bringing about his selection as the first
senator from Nevada. After Stewart went to Washington, the two
men saw nothing of each other for about two years. Clemens sailed
for the Sandwich Islands, and shortly after his return to America de-
parted again on a trip through the Holy Land.
During this period, however, Clemens did appeal to Stewart to
find a place for his brother, Orion Clemens, who was unsuccessfully
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attempting to practice law. The senator secured an appointment for
Orion in the patent office.
The next contact between these men seems to be in the selection
of Clemens as Stewart's secretary. Just how or why this selection was
ever made seems to depend on who tells the story. According to
Clemens, Stewart believed that attaching Mark Twain to his staff
would enhance his prestige. Hence Stewart wrote Clemens while the
latter was in Europe, offering the secretaryship and pointing out that
Clemens would have plenty of leisure time for literary work while at
the same time receiving a supporting salary. Clemens replied from
Naples that he would accept the offer, and upon his return from Europe
went to Washington to begin his secretarial duties.
Stewart, on the other hand, denies that he ever solicited Clemens.
As Stewart relates the incident, he was seated at the window of his
room one morning when "a very disreputable looking person slouched
into the room. He was arrayed in a seedy suit, which hung upon his
lean frame in bunches with no style worth mentioning. A sheaf of
scraggy black hair leaked out of a battered old slouch hat, like stuffing
from an ancient colonial sofa, and an evil smelling cigar butt, very
much frazzled, protruded from the corner of his mouth. He had a very
sinister appearance. He was a man I had known around the Nevada
mining camps several years before, and his name was Samuel L.
Clemens. I suppose he was the most lovable scamp and nuisance who
ever blighted Nevada. I thought he had been hanged, or elected to
Congress, or something like that, and I had forgotten about him, until
he slouched into my room.
" 'If you put anything in the paper about me I'll sue you for
libel.' I said.
" 'Senator,' he threatened, waving the suggestion aside with easy
familiarity, 'I've come to see you on important business. I'm just
back from the Holy Land.'
" 'Did you walk home?' I asked looking him over.
" 'I have a proposition,' said Clemens, not at all ruffled. 'There's
millions in it. All I need is a little cash stake. I have been to the Holy
Land with a party of innocent and estimable people who are fairly
aching to be written up, and I think I could do the job neatly and
with dispatch if I were not troubled with other more pressing con-
siderations. I've started the book already and it's a wonder. I can
vouch for it.'
" 'Let me see the manuscript,' I said.
"He pulled a dozen sheets or so from his pocket and handed them
to me. I read what he had written, and saw that it was bully, so I
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continued, 'I'll appoint you my clerk at the Senate, and you can live
on the salary. There's a little hall bedroom across the way where
you can sleep, and you can write your book in there. Help yourself
to the cigars and whiskey, and wade in.'
"He accepted all of my invitations, in the modest and unassuming
manner for which he had been noted in Nevada, and became a member
of my family, and my clerk."
The management was an unsatisfactory one, Clemens disliked the
routine and punctuality required of a secretary. Stewart, on the other
hand, soon forgot about his promise of free hours in which Clemens
would be allowed to write. It was not many months before both men
were seeking an excuse to end this relationship.
In the meantime, Stewart undertook to rebuke Clemens for his
attitude toward their landlady who was a war-impoverished spinster
named Virginia Wells. Clemens soon noticed that timid Miss Wells
shrank from him, and he did not overlook any opportunity to play a
joke on her. His favorite antic was to lurch about the hall, pretending
to be intoxicated. One day she learned that he smoked a cigar in bed.
She rarely slept after this discovery, expecting the place to burn down
any minute. She became so troubled that one day she complained to
Stewart who immediately sent for Clemens.
"Sam, if you don't stop annoying Miss Wells, I'm going to give
you a sound thrashing after you've finished that book," Stewart
threatened. "I don't want to interfere with literature, so I'll wait to
thrash you after the book's finished."
"You are mighty unreasonable," Clemens replied. "Why do
you always want to interfere with my pleasures?"
Stewart believed that his threat might serve its purpose, but
within a week Miss Wells was back in his room complaining about
Clemens.
"Senator, I can't stand that man any longer," she sobbed. "If
be doesn't leave, I'll have to ask you to give up your rooms, and the
good Lord knows when I'll be able to rent them again."
Stewart promised her that he could handle the matter, and again
he sent for Clemens.
"You've got to stop this nonsense of annoying Miss Wells,"
Stewart sternly demanded. "If you don't, I'll amend my former
resolution and give you that thrashing here and now. Then I'll send
you to the hospital, pay your expenses, and bring you back here so
you can finish your book, but in bandages."
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Clemens realized that Stewart was serious. "All right. I'll give
up my amusements, but I'll get even with you."
This threat Clemens fulfilled when he wrote Roughing It. In
that book, he implies he gave Stewart a sound thrashing and he paints
a picture of the senator with a patch on his eye, supposedly the result
of a physical engagement with the author. Clemens also writes that
Stewart promised to make him a gift of some "Justis" mining stock
which at that time was worth about ten dollars a foot. The price of
the stock rose rapidly to one hundred and fifty dollars before Clemens
requested the stock. But Stewart refused to yield it. Clemens then
charged that Stewart sold the stock and "placed the guilty proceeds
in his pocket."
Several years later Stewart attempted to retaliate when he pub-
lished his autobiography. He states that he was one of the persons
who plotted the holdup of Clemens who then was in Virginia City,
lecturing on his Sandwich Islands tour. Although the famous holdup
did occur, Stewart could hardly have had a part in it for he was in
Washington at the time. Hence his description of Clemens as "the
scaredest man west of the Mississippi" who, when it was light and safe
the next day, was bragging about his narrow escape from "one of the
most desperate stage robberies in the history of the west," is as unre-
liable a portrait as the one Clemens painted of the senator.
Clemens' career as a senatorial secretary came to an abrupt end
one morning in the early part of 1868. He had ambled into Stewart's
office about noontime. Stewart was at his desk busily writing and
merely glanced up without even nodding when Clemens entered.
"You're not feeling well this morning?" Clemens inquired after
a minute's silence.
"No," replied Stewart, continuing to write.
"Is there anything you wish me to do?"
"Yes, if it isn't asking too much of you. Would you mind writ-
ing this letter? You should have been here an hour ago. Sam, as an
author you may be all right, but as a secretary you're a complete failure.
I believe it is time that this intolerable relationship should be ended."
"Now you know Bill, I'm right glad you broached the subject,"
drawled Clemens. "I've been wanting to tell you for a long time that
while you may be a howling success as a lawyer in Virginia City, you
aren't worth a damn as a United States senator. I've had my resignation
written out for some time, and I'm handing it to you right now."
Clemens bowed deeply, and swiftly left the room.
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That was the last personal contact of any duration between the
men. They continued to rib each other in the public press whenever
the opportunity presented itself. Clemens, shortly after the "resigna-
tion," wrote several sketches for a New York paper and the Galaxy
Magazine about his "Late Senatorial Secretaryship," and "Facts Con-
cerning the Recent Resignation." Stewart, on the other hand, pre-
dicted that Clemens would "come to no good end." But he was forced
to admit grudgingly a number of years later that the author had
"settled down and become respectable."
After the secretaryship was terminated, they seemed deliberately
to avoid each other. Their few subsequent meetings were chance ones,
and their conversations seemed purposely short and devoted entirely
to conventionalities. While they both rose to a high place in their
chosen professions, they never seemed to be able to acknowledge the
success of the other nor to discuss it. For the next half century these
two carried on this childish game, and when they died within a few
months of each other, there were few persons who could remember
that these men had once been friends.
Winter Institutes Highly Successful
More Scheduled for Spring
Two more successful institutes were held during February. The
most ambitious of these was the two-day meeting held at Glenwood
Springs on February 21 and 22 under the sponsorship of the North-
western Colorado Bar Association. The first day was devoted to a
discussion of the proposed new water code, which is being prepared
by the state bar committee on water rights. The tentative new probate
code, prepared by the state bar committee on probate and trust law, was
discussed on the following day. These meetings were well attended.
The Weld County Bar Association sponsored an institute on
February 28 at Greeley. More than seventy-five lawyers were in at-
tendance. Negligence problems were the theme of the afternoon ses-
sion, while the evening discussion centered around the defense work of
the bar and the income tax problems of the farmer in making his return.
Other institutes are scheduled for Colorado Springs, Loveland and
Monte Vista, but no definite date has yet been set for them, according
to Edward L. Wood, chairman of the state bar committee on legal
institutes.
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Colorado Bar Associations Aid War
Effort With Many Activities
For the past two and a half months the Colorado Bar Association
in conjunction with the nineteen local associations has been carrying
on a tremendous program designed to aid in the war effort. This
work embraces many fields of activity, but the most important work
to date has been.
1. Aiding in the draft work by placing volunteer workers on all
advisory boards, by supervising registration of draftees, and as-
suming responsibility for many tasks assigned to the association
in this connection by draft boards.
2. Aiding the navy in its volunteer recruiting program in every
community in the state.
3. Setting up legal aid clinics in every army post in the state.
4. Drafting a manual for use in bar association defense work by
bar associations everywhere.
5. Setting up standards for the protection of the business for
those members of the profession engaged in the armed forces.
These manifold obligations which the bar associations of this
state have gladly assumed have been centered in the committee of
national defense under the chairmanship of John Zanoni of Denver.
Practically every lawyer in the state who has not been called to military
duty is engaged in this program.
The task of registering the new selectees was undertaken in part
by the bar committee in assigning lawyers to the various local draft
boards. Much of this work was undertaken under the supervision of
Robert More, who aided in establishing the advisory boards for the
last registration.
In response to the request of Lieutenant-Commander Thorn, re-
cruiting officer in charge of this area, the bar has set up a state-wide
organization, assisted by the local associations, to aid in the recruiting
problems of the navy. Speaker's bureaus have been established in each
locality, and in each section where radio stations functioned, special
radio committees have been formed in an effort to increase enlistments
in the navy in this area. Talks are being made in high schools and
colleges, in union halls, over the radio, and before clubs, motion picture
audiences, and generally wherever a group of people may congregate.
Since the navy depends entirely on enlistments for its personnel
and is not aided by the draft, the problem of securing enough men for
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a large navy is particularly acute in this emergency. As a result the
bar association has volunteered its organization in aiding in an in-
tense recruiting program. These efforts have been decentralized as much
as possible with responsibility placed on the local bar associations under
the guidance of the state committee.
At the present time every theater and radio station in Denver has
given freely of its time to permit speakers to explain the needs of the
navy and the opportunities for men enlisting in this branch of the
service. Newspapers in practically every area of the state have given
generous publicity to this drive.
With nearly all sections of the state reporting on the intense cam-
paign, the results are now beginning to show in increased enlistments in
the navy. Such work as this affords the organized bar a chance to
demonstrate once again the leadership which it can quickly mobilize
and use in times of emergency.
Early in February, acting on a call from Captain Kahl of Lowry
Field, the committee on national defense laid plans for the establish-
ment of legal aid clinics at that army post. The needs of the enlisted
men were two: first, they had many problems which affected their per-
sonal interests which were quite apart from army life, and second, they
desired to consult with qualified men who could advise them without
the embarrassment incident to seeking information from superior officers.
As a result, a plan has been worked out where lawyers will attempt to
meet with these soldiers once each week at the army post or hold such
office consultations as may be required. The basis of these consulta-
tions will be the same as that maintained by the legal aid bureau in
Denver. Similar units will be established at every army post in the
state.
In addition to these matters of immediate concern to the welfare
of the nation, the committee has worked out a set of standards to pro-
tect the lawyer who has been called away from his practice. These
standards are designed to enable the absent lawyer to retain his busi-
ness and contacts and at the same time assure an equitable compensa-
tion to the lawyer who undertakes to pinch hit during the emergency.
While the major share of this work has been personally directed by
John Zanoni, he has also taken time out to aid the national committee
prepare a new handbook dealing with the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil
Relief Act and kindred legislation and to prepare a manual which has
been adopted by the American Bar Association for distribution to every
bar association on the work of the bar in national defense.
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First Judicial Bar Meets at Morrison
The First Judicial District Bar Association held a meeting at
Morrison on February fourteenth with more than forty lawyers in at-
tendance. The chief speaker of the evening was Justice Ben C. Hilliard.
Preceding the evening meeting, the association gathered for a
cocktail hour and informal dinner. Judge Homer Preston of Aurora
presided at the affair.
Junior Bar Holds Winter Meeting
Approximately a hundred young lawyers defied February's bliz-
zards to assemble for the winter meeting of the Junior Bar section of
the Colorado Bar Association held in Denver on February fourteenth.
The afternoon program was devoted to various business sessions.
Ray Moses of Alamosa, chairman of the section, stated the section
had some very difficult problems to solve. "The Junior Bar is vitally
concerned with the problems of the young lawyers who are giving up
their practice to serve in the military forces of this nation," he said.
"We are making every effort to safeguard the interests of the younger
members of the bar. With our recent affiliation of the Junior Bar with
the state association we have in excess of four hundred potential mem-
bers of this section. However our numbers are rapidly dwindling due
to the war situation, and the tasks thrust on those who remain are
thereby proportionately increased. We hope to be able to meet this
situation."
The evening program included a cocktail party and a dinner dance
in the Silver Glade. Arrangements for the meeting were in charge of
Sydney E. Shuteran of Denver.
Law Books for Sale
A.L.R., complete; 1935 Colorado Statutes Annotated, not includ-
ing new volume 1; Colorado Digest, Consolidated Edition, 15 volumes;
Wharton's Criminal Evidence, 1 th Edition, 3 volumes; Modern Legal
Forms, 3 volumes; United States Supreme Court Reports, Lawyers
Edition, volumes 79 through 85; Thompson on Wills, 2nd Edition
(1936); Abbott on Facts, 5th Edition; Williams, Quieting Title in
Colorado; Ruling Case Law, Permanent Supplement Edition; Colorado
Reports, volumes 105 through 107.-CHARLES ROTHENBERG, Ex-
change National Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
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Was the Bard Wrong?
A rose by any other name would not be as sweet. The Bard for
once at least was definitely in error. Could anyone think of another
name for these corporations whose charters have been filed in Mississippi
that would be nearly as appropriate?
The Brotherly Love Continue Undertakers and Sons of America.
The Nuptial Tie Union.
The Grand Court of the Independent Order of Calanthe, under the
Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court Annexed to the Supreme
Lodge Knights of Pythias, Colored, of North America, South
America, Europe, Asia and Africa.
The Supreme Division of Men and Women of the City of Refuge.
The Connubial Anti-Matrimonial Society.
Cooperative Too Utter Utterly Utter Marriage Aid Association.
Believe You've Got Something There
During the prohibition era, Judge J. Foster Symes was holding a
session of court in Pueblo. Among the defendants charged with liquor
violations was an Italian named Dominic. Not many years before
Dominic had been granted his final naturalization papers.
After Dominic had pleaded guilty to the charge on the advice -of the
district attorney, Judge Symes questioned the Italian about his attitude
toward government and laws.
"Don't you realize that you violated the eighteenth amendment to
the Constitution of the United States?" queried the judge in his attempt
to impress upon the defendant the seriousness of his acts.
"Yes," replied Dominic, "but the eighteenth amendment wasn't
in the Constitution when I signed up."
Calendar
March 28 - -- - Institute at Colorado Springs
April 6 -- Meeting of Denver Bar Association
April --------..----------------------------... Law D ay, U niversity of Colorado
May 23 .- ------------- Institute at Monte Vista











Six (6) Machine gun projectiles
Great Britain Account #AZ41,642
Dear Private Sch~idt:
Your reply to ours of September 11 th indicates that you do not yet
fully appreciate our legal rights in the matter. The fact (as you point
out) that you had the six (6) bullets removed from your side and shoul-
der does not give you title to the same. Repeating again, we point out
that the aforesaid chattels were leased to the British army and not sold.
No title, therefore, passed to them, and consequently their receipt by you
during the battle of Prussia gave you no higher rights than those had by
your transferror.
Our property is clearly marked "leased, never sold-property of
1. b B. L. S." See the case of Install. Div. v. Heinkelbaur's Adminis-
trator, 99 P. T. C. p. 62y 2, where the questions raised by you were
resolved in our favor. In that case where the leased articles were lodged
in defendant's decedent's stomach, recovery was allowed against the
undertaker, who obtained them from the surgeon.
Your claim to any lien on the chattels because of surgical bills in-
curred in connection with their removel is equally without merit. This
is so notwithstanding that we would have had to wait longer for them
in the absence of an operation. In Install. Div. v. Pugliese, 117 R. S.
V. P. 911, where the exact point was involved, it was held that there
was no lien. Also note, that there the surgeon was paid, whereas you
still have several payments to make.
We feel that there has been sufficient correspondence back and forth
in the matter. Unless the chattels are returned in fifteen (15) days from
date, replevin will be instituted without further notice. If so, costs will
be added and charged to you.
The British Intelligence advises us that you have been reassigned to
active duty. In order that there may be no repetition of the delay in-
volved in this transaction, please remember that all articles received by
*By Jacob Boonin. From The Shingle, of the Philadelphia Bar Association.
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you from any Greek or British source are on lease and must be returned
to us. Very truly yours,
INSTALLMENT AND BAILMENT LEASE SECTION.
P. S. We almost forgot to remind you to also remit twenty-six
(26) reichmarks, the cost necessary to reload the spent bullets involved
in your case. They were to be returned, reasonable wear and tear only,
excepted. Their deterioration occurred when you obtained custody.
This clearly makes you liable for reconditioning costs. (See: In re
Matiko, 189 A. W. 0. L. 21.) I. & B. L. S.
Property Management Service is NOT expensive!
We are prepared to develop a program for your property and to place that
program in operation. 0
Charges for this service are as established by The Denver Real Estate Exchange
and are reasonable.
Detailed information will be given upon your request and without obligation.
FOSTER AND CO., INC.-REALTORS
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